Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554
October 10, 2018
John T. Nakahata
Jennifer P. Bagg
Harris, Wiltshire, and Grannis, LLP
1919 M Street, N.W., The Eighth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
Counsel for GCI Communication Corp.
Dear Counsel:
Pursuaiit to section 54.607(b) of the Commission's rules,' and subject to the limitations and
qualifications stated below, the Wire line Competition Bureau hereby approves cost-based rural rates for
funding year (FY) 2017 Rural Health Care (RHC) Program funding requests seeking support for services
provided by GCI Communication Corp. (GCI). The approved rural rates are set forth in an Appendix to
this letter and will be transmitted to the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) for
processing consistent with this letter. To provide GCI with certainty, the same cost methodology
discussed herein for FY 2017 would be applicable to funding requests that seek support for GCI's
services in FY 2018, FY 2019, and later years.
Under section 54.607 of the Commission's rules, rural rates in the RI-IC Telecommunications
Program (Telecom Program) must be calculated by averaging rates that the requesting carrier actually
charges non-health care provider commercial customers for identical or similar services in the same rural
areas.2 If there are no such rates, a carrier must calculate a rural rate in one of two ways.3 It may
calculate the rural rate by averaging tariffed or other publicly available rates charged by other carriers for
the same or similar services provided to non-health care providers in the same rural area. If there are no
such rates, or the carrier reasonably determines that the resulting rural rate is unfair, the carrier may
request approval of a cost-based rural rate from the Commission for interstate services or from state
commissions for intrastate services. To obtain approval of a cost-based rural rate, "the carrier shall
submit for ... the Commission's approval, for interstate rates, a cost-based rate for the provision of the
service in the most economically efficient, reasonably available manner," which must consist of"a
justification of the proposed rural rate, including an itemization of the costs of providing the requested
service."4
While reviewing FY 2017 applications, USAC became concerned that some funding requests
seeking support for GCI's services were not supported by documentation showing that it had complied
with section 54.607 of the Commission's rules in calculating rural rates-and hence how much GCI could
charge the Universal Service Fund for participating in the Telecom Program. USAC subsequently issued
'47 CFR § 54.607(b).

2 47 CFR § 54.607(a).
47 CFR § 54.607(b).
"47 CFR § 54.607(b).

information requests to GCI for 193 FRNs asking that it substantiate the relevant rural rates in accordance
with Program rules.
In a March 30, 2018 submission to the Commission, GCI argued that its requested rural rates for
all 193 FRNs under review, including its TERRA microwave, satellite, and terrestrial networks, should be
approved based on rates for services that it charges other non-health care provider customers. In that
submission, GCI included commercial customer contracts as well as E-Rate contracts setting forth rates
for services that it provides schools and libraries. The Bureau noted that GCI had not apparently used the
E-Rate contract rates to calculate the rural rates proffered in the FY 2017 FRINs submitted to USAC, but
instead used them as an after-the-fact justification that it was charging similar rates to E-Rate customers.
Moreover, those rates were not for the same or similar end-to-end services under Program rules and
Commission precedent.5 To aid GCI's compliance efforts, on May 7, 2018, Bureau staff provided GCI
with a larger set of similar end-to-end services that GCI offered to E-Rate customers that could be used to
calculate corrected rural rates. In a May 15, 2018 letter, GCI argued that it did not actually provide some
services as they were identified in USAC's E-Rate application source data and argued that the E-Rate
services that it provides are not similar to those that it provides to RHC customers.
Because GCI could not document or substantiate the legality of its requested rural rates based on
rates for the same or similar services that it or other service providers offer to non-health care providers in
the same rural areas, GCI was required to seek approval of rural rates for FY17 FR1Ns seeking support for
its services using a cost-based approach. Due to the fact that GCI had never requested approval of costbased rates from the Commission in the past, Bureau staff worked extensively with the company on the
cost study it was required to submit pursuant to Program rules. For example, GCI submitted a summary
of the network-wide costs of its TERRA microwave network (costs borne by RHC, E-Rate, and
commercial customers alike), but it did not itemize the costs of providing service to its RHC customers.
On May 25, 2018, Bureau staff detailed the summary information that GCI must include in a cost study
for the Bureau to be able to approve cost-based rural rates, and even provided GCI with a one-page
template cost study summary that it could use as a model for providing the necessary information.
Rather than provide the one-page cost study summary requested by the Bureau, GCI submitted
several voluminous submissions. On June 18, 2018, GCI submitted its first iteration of a cost study for
services provided to RHC customers over its TERRA microwave network and satellite network. On June
29, 2018 and July 2, 2018, respectively, GCI submitted amended cost studies for its TERRA microwave
network and satellite services to correct errors in the costs identified in the June 18 submissions by
Bureau staff along with additional errors identified by GCI. After numerous meetings and telephone calls
to discuss GCI's revised submissions, GCI again revised its cost study for services provided over its
TERRA microwave network on August 21, 2018. It did so to correct errors discovered by Bureau staff
that resulted in an excessive allocation of costs to RHC customers (among other issues), correct errors
that GCI found when addressing the Bureau's questions, and address questions from Bureau staff about
the use of speculative cost allocators. On September 17, 2018, GCI submitted a letter in response to the
Bureau's remaining questions regarding cost allocations in its TERRA network cost study. Bureau staff
also advised GCI that its failure to provide certain information (like the costs attributable to certain
ineligible services) would require the Bureau to rely on reasonable proxies in order to approve cost-based
rates.
We note that, using data provided by GCI in its July 2 submission, Bureau staff prepared an
analysis of GCI's costs of providing satellite services and provided it to GCI on August 22, 2018. On
See Federal-Stale Joint Board on Universal Service, Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 8776, para. 674 (1997) ("[A]s
used in section 254(h)(1)(A), the term "rate" refers to the entire cost or charge of a service, end-to-end, to a
customer").
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September 10, 2018, GCI noted only one error in the results of this cost study. It argued that the 10.875%
rate of return applied by the Bureau (and by GCI in submissions to the Bureau) should be increased to
but did not explain why the factors underlying the Commission's previous Weighted
Average Cost of Capital calculations for the smallest carriers in the country (including the carriers of
Alaska) would suggest that GCI's rate of return should be roughly
times higher.
The Bureau has concluded that the rural rates in the Appendix may be approved based on our
review of OCI's itemizations of costs of providing services to rural health care providers in the RHC
Program submitted to the Bureau on June 18, 2018, and amended and/or supplemented on June 29, July 2,
August 21, September 10, and September 17. Pursuant to this approval, the aggregate of cost-based rural
rates that GCI requested for the 153 FRNs in the Appendix is reduced from $105,652,194.47 to
$77,886,855.25. That reflects a savings to the Universal Service Fund of $27,765,339.22 had USAC
approved the unsubstantiated rural rates that were originally submitted in the FY17 FRNs. We note that
we have applied pro rata reductions (separately calculated for satellite and TERRA services) to the
originally proposed rates to bring them down to the aggregate costs based on data submitted by GCI.
Aggregate reductions are applied pro rata to all affected FRNs for administrative simplicity. We note that
the Bureau's approval is limited to the FRNs listed in the Appendix, and does not apply to rural rates for
other FRNs, whether in FY20 17 or any other funding year. However, to provide GCI with certainty, the
same cost study methodology used for FY2017 would be applicable to FY2018, FY 2019, and later years.
We also note that this approval does not extend to nineteen FRNs for 3 Mbps satellite services
that were identified by GCI in Appendix B to its submission to the Commission dated September 10,
201 8, and for which GCI has provided information indicating that it is providing similar services to nonhealth care provider customers. GCI should obtain approval of rural rates for those FRNs from USAC
pursuant to section 54.607(a) of the Commission's rules.6 The Bureau will transmit the information
provided by GCI concerning those 19 FRNs to USAC for that purpose.
This approval does not constitute the Bureau's acceptance of any other materials or arguments
asserted by GCI in support of its request for approval of rural rates under any provision of section 54.607
of the Commission's rules. Moreover, in approving these rural rates, the Bureau makes no other finding
as to the ultimate eligibility of the respective applications for funding, in whole or in part. RHC Program
funding commitments and disbursements are contingent upon compliance with all Program rules and
procedures. Further, all commitments and disbursements issued for the FRNs identified in the Appendix
remain subject to future compliance audits and investigations, including verifying the specific cost
itemizations submitted by OCI as deemed necessary.7 GCI may appeal the funding commitment
decisions issued for the FY 2017 FRNs identified in the Appendix pursuant to the processes provided by
See 47 CFR § 54.607(a). In its September 10th filing, GCI reasserted that rural rates for some of the FRNs seeking
support for its satellite services could be calculated using rates that it charges to non-health care provider customers
for similar services in the same rural area. GCI identified 17 E-Rate offerings with 3 or 3.75 Mbps service and an
average monthly rate of$l0,236.94 as well as
commercial offerings with
Mbps service and an average
monthly rate of
as potentially "similar services." Given GCI's representations regarding the higher
quality of service and bandwidth offered to RHC customers than commercial customers, we do not believe GCI is
bound to treat these commercial services (with a rate of
as "similar services" to its RHC offerings under
section 54607(a). And because a rate of$l0,236.94 would appear to be below cost for the higher capacity (more
than 4 Mbps) services included in the cost study, we do not believe GCI is bound to treat any of these identified
offerings as "similar services" to its RHC offerings under section 54.607(a).

747 CFR § 54.619(b)-(c); see also 47 CFR § 54.619(d) (requiring service providers to retain documents related to
the delivery of discounted services under the Telecommunications Program, and any other document that
demonstrates compliance with the statutory or regulatory requirements of the RHC Program, for at least five years
after the last day of the delivery of the discounted services).
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the Commission's rules. Given that it is already FY 2018, we have directed USAC to move expeditiously
on any such appeals.
We also remind GCT of its obligations in the RHC Program. First, as a telecommunications
carrier, GCI must provide service upon receiving a bona fide request from an eligible health care
provider.8 GCI may not deny or cut off service to any existing rural health care provider based on
amounts GCI may have hoped to receive from the Universal Service Fund in excess of the approved rural
rate. Second, health care providers participating in the Telecom Program are entitled to pay only the
urban rate.9 GCI may not attempt to recover the difference between the rural rate originally requested on
any FRN and the rates approved in this letter from rural health care providers. Finally, like all carriers
providing telecommunications services, GCI may not engage in any unjust and unreasonable practices,
and GCI may not discontinue service to a community without prior Commission approval.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 418-1591 or Elizabeth.Drogulafcc.gov .
Sincerely,

Elizaeth Drogula
Deputy Chief
Telecommunications Access Policy Division
Wireline Competition Bureau

See 47 U.S.C. § 254(h)(1)(A) ("A telecommunications carrier shall, upon receiving a bona fide request, provide
telecommunications services which are necessary for the provision of health care services in a State . . . ."); see also
47 CFR § 54.615.
See § 254(h)(1)(A); see also 47 CFR § 54.615(b).
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Appendix
Approved FY2017 Rural Rates
Satellite
FRN

HCP

1724327

Atka Clinic

12.00

$27,493.94

$329,927.32

1724342

Nikolski Clinic

12.00

$27,493.94

$329,927.32

1724346

Oonalaska Weilness Center

12.00

$27,708.12

$332,497.47

1724340

StGeorgeClinic

12.00

$27,708.12

$332,497.47

1713132

12.00

1712977

Samuel Simmonds Memorial Hospital,
Barrow
Anna Hoblet Memorial Clinic, False Pass
Nelson Lagoon Clinic

1725326

Months of
Service

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

$27,129.33

$325,551.95

12.00

$27,197.32

$326,367.87

12.00

$27,197.32

$326,367.87

McGrath Village Health Center

12.00

$27,776.63

$333,319.50

1725680

Saint Paul Health Center

12.00

$27,197.32

$326,367.87

1726002

Yakutat Community Health Center

12.00

$27,576.59

$330,919.07

1725344

Nikolai Village Health Clinic

12.00

$27,197.32

$326,367.87

1725678

Takotna Village Health Center

12.00

$27,197.32

$326,367.87

1713680

Venetie Clinic

10.26

$24,888.27

$255,305.36

1713875

Birch Creek Clinic

10.26

$24,888.27

$255,305.36

1713976

BeaverClinic

10.26

$24,888.27

$255,305.36

1713998

Arctic Village Clinic

10.26

$24,888.27

$255,305.36

1720857

Kiana

4.67

$42,132.05

$196,616.38

1714957

Ambler

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1714995

Deering

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1714996

KivalinaClinic

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1714997

Kobuk

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1720861

Noatak

5.19

$42,132.05

$218,814.92

1715126

PointHope

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1715129

Shungnak

12.00

$42,132.05

$505,584.62

1710529

Brevig Mission Clinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

1710544

Gambell Clinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

1727039

KoyukClinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

1727002

St Michael Clinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

1710559

SavoongaClinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

1710575

12.00

1727011

Katherine Miksruaq Olanna Health Clinic
(Shishmaref)
Stebbins Clinic

1710614
1710623

________

1712981

_________

_________

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

TellerClinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

Wales Clinic

12.00

$41,407.92

$496,895.08

___________

Satellite

FRN

HCP

1716982

FtYukon

1.74

$41,156.28

$71,691.77

1712529

Sand Point

12.00

$54,394.64

$652,735.74

1712653

King Cove

12.00

$54,213.78

$650,565.39

1725683

Saint Paul Health Center

12.00

$54,394.64

$652,735.74

1710574

Chignik Lake Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710607

Perryville Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710616

Chignik Bay Subregional Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710620

Chignik Lagoon Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710622

Port Heiden Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710624

Pilot Point Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1710627

Egegik Clinic

12.00

$68,545.41

$822,544.94

1715819

Kanakanak Hospital

12.00

$81,591.97

$979,103.61

1714016

Yukon Flats Health Center

10.26

$61,346.28

$629,293.83

1727453

Maniilaq Medical Center Kotzebue

12.00

$71,392.97

$856,715.66

1720870

Maniilaq Medical Center Kotzebue

12.00

$95,190.63

$1,142,287.54

1710510

Nome - East Campus

12.00

$110,421.13

$1,325,053.55

1712631

Sand Point

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1712974

KingCove

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1712979

12.00

1720353

Anna Livingston Memorial Clinic, Cold
Bay
Anaktuvuk Pass

1720382

Months of
Service

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

Atqasuk

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1720396

Kaktovik

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1720407

Nuiqsut

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1720414

Point Lay

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1720416

Wainwright

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1720422

Adult MH and SA Outpatient Services

12.00

$14,846.34

$178,156.06

1710619

Euksavik Clinic, Unalakleet

12.00

$13,802.64

$165,631.69

1725704

Nondalton

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1725706

Pedro Bay

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1725708

Igiugig

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,1 83.93

1725710

Kokhanok

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1724149

Sleetmute clinic

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1724150

Stony River Clinic

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1724155

Crooked Creek Clinic

12.00

$13,598.66

$163,183.93

1725334

Nikolai Village Health Clinic

12.00

$16,318.39

$195,820.72

________

__________

Satellite

FRN

HCP

1712982

1712983

Anesia Kudrin Memorial Medical Clinic,
Akutan
Anna Livingston Memorial Clinic, Cold
Bay
Adak Health Center

1710626

Little Diomede Clinic

_________

1712980
________

Months of
Service

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

12.00
__________

$19,038.13

$228,457.51

$19,038.13

$228,457.51

$19,038.13

$228,457.51

$24,844.75

$298,137.05

12.00
__________

12.00
12.00

Aggregate
Rural Rate

1'

2°

Q3Ø

',O

TERRA
FRN

HCP

1710628

Yuut Elitnaurviat Dental Training Clinic,
Bethel

12.00

$22,812.01

$273,744.14

1710601

Naknek Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1710604

NewStuyahokClinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714708

King Salmon Health Clinic

12.00

$58,714.77

$704,577.21

1714711

Platinum Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1715228

Kanakanak Hospital

12.00

$319,075.64

$3,828,907.69

1714716

Ekwok Health Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714717

Levelock Health Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714719

SouthNaknekClinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714720

Twin Hills Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714722

Goodnews Bay Health Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714724

Togiak Subregional Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1714726

Koliganek Clinic

12.00

$72,151.22

$865,814.63

1710634

Bethel Family Clinic

2.37

$27,264.76

$64,526.68

1710834

Bethel Family Clinic

9.63

$29,635.44

$285,487.93

1714694

Camai

0.58

$45,609.94

$26,483.41

1714698

Camai Community Health Center

11.42

$48,808.91

$557,366.07

1720847

Maniilag Medical Center Kotzebue

12.00

$352,027.37

$4,224,328.40

1710617

Euksavik Clinic, Unalakleet

12.00

$47,280.60

$567,367.25

1710505

Norne - East Campus

12.00

$340,827.07

$4,089,924.78

1725705

Nondalton

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

1725707

Pedro Bay

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

1725709

Igiugig

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

1725711

Kokhanok

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

1725713

Nilavena Subregional Clinic

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

Months of
Service

Community

Health Center

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

TERRA
FRN

HCP

1725714

Port Alsworth Clinic

12.00

$50,328.62

$603,943.43

1722941

Nightrnute Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722942

Nunapitchuk

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722937

Oscarville Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722939

Pilot Station Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722950

Pitas Point Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722935

Quinhagak Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727064

Russian Mission Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727325

St Mary's, John Afcan Memorial Clinic

12.00

$47,471.45

$569,657.37

1723082

ScammonBayClinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727066

Shageluk Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1723083

Nunam Igua/Sheldon Point Health Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727067

Toksook Bay Clinic

12.00

$47,471.45

$569,657.37

1724151

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724153

Tuluksak Clinic
Kathleen Daniel Memorial Hospital,
Tuntutuliak

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1722929

Tunuriak Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724156

Eek Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724157

Emmonak Clinic

12.00

$47,471.45

$569,657.37

1727069

GraylingClinic
Holy Cross, Theresa Demientieff Health
Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

12.00

$63,138.57

$757,662.88

1727062

HooperBayClinic
Crimet Phillips, Sr. Clinic, Lower
Kalskag

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1715841

KasiglukClinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724162

KipnukClinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724163

Lillian E. Jimmy Memorial Clinic,
Kongiganak

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724167

Kotlik Clinic
Sarah S. Nicholai Memorial Clinic,
Kwethluk

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724169

Kwigillirigok Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724170

Theresa Elia Memorial Clinic, Marshall

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727074

MekoryukClinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724171

Mountain Village Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724172

Akiachak Native Community Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724173

Edith Kawagley Memorial Clinic, Akiak

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727072
1724158

1724166

Months of
Service

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

TERRA
FRN
1724175

HCP

Months of
Service

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724176

Alakanuk Clinic
Aniak, Clara Morgan Sub-Regional
Clinic

12.00

$47,471.45

$569,657.37

1727076

Anvik Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724178

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1727809

Atmautluak Clinic
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional
Hospital

12.00

$225,532.78

$2,706,393.41

1724179

Chefornak Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724181

ChevakClinic
Marie Kameroff/Chuathbaluk Health
Clinic, Bethel

12.00

$31,798.85

$381,586.15

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724183

NapakiakClinic
Yago Clark Memorial Clinic aka
NapaskiakClinic

12.00

$16,171.61

$194,059.31

1724184

Newtok Clinic

12.00

$16,171.61
Aggregate
Rural Rate

$194,059.31

1727075
1724182

$40,014,927.47

Satellite
+

TERRA
FRN

HCP

Months of
Service

1 720860

Kiana

7.33

$64,027.39

$469,534.02

1720849

Buckland

12.00

$64,027.39

$768,328.74

1720862

Noatak

6.81

$64,027.39

$435,799.26

1720854

Noovrik Clinic

12.00

$64,027.39

$768,328.74

1720855

Selawik

12.00

$64,027.39

$768,328.74

1723414

ElirnClinic

12.00

$61,113.91

$733,366.90

1723407

Golovin Clinic

12.00

$61,113.91

$733,366.90

1723898

Koyuk Clinic

10.84

$61,113.91

$662,395.93

1723434

St Michael Clinic

9.53

$61,113.91

$582,619.06

1723428

Shaktoolik Clinic

12.00

$61,113.91

$733,366.90

1723892

Stebbins Clinic

10.68

$61,113.91

$652,538.87

1723418

WhiteMountain

12.00

$61,113.91
Aggregate
Rural Rate

$733,366.90

Approved
Rural Rate

Annual Rural
Rate

$8,041,340.97

